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by Stewart Parks
Bob Pilhaus is a self-absorbed, radical
24-year-old surfer / hippie / intellectual refugee
from the ‘60s; a lost soul, desperately searching
for meaning and peace of mind in 1972. Join
him on a surprising trip through a cosmic timetrap of his own making, which leads him down
a twisting but strangely familiar road, towards
the ultimate answers he seeks to the really big
questions about the nature of the universe.
ISBN: 978-0-9821145-3-7 $15.95
a novel in paperback: 5 ½" x 8 ½"
336 pages

21st - Century Fables

by Margaret Harmon
An encore collection of original fables featuring twenty-two brand new heroes, villains,
and earnest strivers who seek health, love, & fulfillment. Read it when the children are asleep.
2014 San Diego Book Awards Winner:
Best Published Anthology
Fantastic!
—Ray Bradbury, author of Fahrenheit 451
ISBN: 978-0-9821145-8-2 $13.95
22 fables in paperback: 5 ½” x 8 ½”
207 pages — 26 illustrations

Return of the Demon Wind
by Gwyn Dolyn

When a gwyllion wind engulfs a 13-yearold outside her Irish middle school, the veil
between everyday reality and an unseen
world is momentarily torn away. She catches a
glimpse into an ether-world, locking eyes with
the leader of a clandestine order of numinous
nine-lived cats, known by tree folk & fey alike
as Magnificats. Thus begins an amazing adventure, which ultimately brings her a new understanding of courage, purpose, loyalty, & family.
ISBN: 978-0-9860428-7-4 $15.95
a novel in paperback: 5 ½” x 8 ½”
264 pages, SAN # 8572933
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Malheur

Blood: the Color of Cranberries

Gray Dominion

An Ostentation

A Balkan War Mystery
by Pamelia Barratt
A story of international intrigue following the
historical events of the breakup of Yugoslavia in
the 1990s. Through a mix of romance, assassin’s
bullets, and Balkan / cowboy culture clashes,
young untrained and unauthorized survivors
of the Balkan wars of secession work independently to collect incriminating evidence to help
bring war criminals to justice.
ISBN: 978-0-9860428-9-8 $14.95
a mystery novel in paperback: 5 ½” x 8 ½”
270 pages

by Pamelia Barratt
A sweeping chronicle of the Milton family,
sophisticated Chicagoans, forced to move to a
small, northern Wisconsin peat bog in 1920, due
to an unexpected death in the family. Twisting
interplays of personalities, each with their own
secrets, delay the unraveling of this “accident”
for forty years. Through the narrative, a history
of Indianhead country, early Wisconson North
Woods communities, and cranberry cultivation
in America prior to 1960 are introduced.
ISBN: 978-0-9821145-0-6 $14.95
a mystery novel in paperback: 5 ½" x 8 ½"
278 pages

by Pamelia Barratt
A widowed artist and a mildly autistic intellectual put down their paint brush, binoculars,
and guidebook projects to investigate mysterious happenings in Yellowstone Park. Along the
way, they encounter battles between preservation and public access, and individual liberty
vs. balancing the ecosystem They negociate
overlapping state, federal, and local agencies to
help solve a murder conspiracy that eventually
leads all the way to the governor’s mansion.
ISBN: 978-0-9821145-2-0 $14.95
a mystery novel in paperback: 5 ½” x 8 ½”
256 pages — 30 illustrations

by Pamelia Barratt
Pamelia Barratt’s second historical mystery
novel revolves around one of the oldest families
of Chicago, locally renowned for its elegant jewelry store, CD Peacocks. Coping with the downturn of their business following WWII, feathers
are ruffled when Bernard Peacock is determined
to marry Safi, a Jewish girl from Maxwell Street.
Like all families, it is only truly understood as its
past secrets and ordeals are revealed.
ISBN: 978-0-9821145-9-9 $14.95
a mystery novel in paperback: 5 ½” x 8 ½”
266 pages

MARCH 2009

Benny Santiago and
the Mask of Mortimer Muerto
by Jesse Tate

Illustrated by Thomas James

Not-Earth, that wonder world of absurdity,
is doomed. But what’s this—a twelve-year-old
rescuer? Roll on the mayhem!
With tons of puns, a lot of alliteration, and
more spoonerisms than you can stake a shick
at, this book is a must read for kids, adult kids,
and senior citizen kids alike.
ISBN: 978-0-9821145-5-1 $13.95
a novel in paperback: 5 ½" x 8 ½"
166 pages — 75 illustrations

JUNE 2008

The Burden of Excellence
The struggle to establish the Preuss School UCSD
and a call for urban Educational Field Stations
by UCSD Professor Emeritus Cecil Lytle
A stirring memoir of the 5-year struggle to
establish a model, college-preparatory, public,
charter school for kids from underrepresented
backgrounds, on the campus of a major state
university, with the hope that lessons learned
could be transferred across the country to improve education everywhere.
ISBN: 978-0-615-20746-9 $14.99
non-fiction paperback: 5 ½" x 8 ½"
150 pages — 12 halftones

NOVEMBER 2010

Opening to the Light

Weekly Meditations on Messages
from Near-Death Experiences
by Gary D. Guthrie
Opening to the Light relates messages that
have been brought back many times from neardeath experiences. They speak of our intrinsic
worth, and our place in the world and eternity.
The book contains fifty-two meditations and
affirmations, all taken from these messages,
which invite us to center them within and
become more deeply aware of our inner Light.
ISBN: 978-0-9821145-7-5 $12.95
non-fiction paperback: 5 ½" x 8 ½"
130 pages — 53 illustrations

MARCH 2015

Soul Work
A Daybook of Encouragement &
Guidance for the Spiritual Journey
by Donald Vessey
A collection of 570 quotes from a variety of
disciplines, winnowed from over 40 years of
Vessey’s spiritual reading and practice, including practical words of advice and encouragement intended to help in the development, and
possible refocusing, of spiritual practice, and to
remind us of its importance, for ourselves and
for our society and the planet as a whole.
ISBN: 978-0-9860428-5-0 $12.95
non-fiction paperback: 5 ½" x 8 ½"
117 pages — 1 halftone

